Abstract. We study stochastic parabolic and elliptic PDEs driven by purely spatial white noise. Even the simplest equations driven by this noise often do not have a square-integrable solution and must be solved in special weighted spaces. We demonstrate that the Cameron-Martin version of the Wiener chaos decomposition is an effective tool to study both stationary and evolution equations driven by space-only noise. The paper presents results about solvability of such equations in weighted Wiener chaos spaces and studies the long-time behavior of the solutions of evolution equations with space-only noise.
Introduction
Stochastic PDEs of the forṁ u(t, x) = Au(t, x) + Mu (t, x) ·Ẇ (t, x) , (1.1) where A and M are (linear) partial differential operators andẆ (t, x) is the spacetime white noise are usually referred to as bilinear evolution SPDEs. The theory and the applications of these equations have been actively investigated for a few decades now (see for example [2, 9, 15, 18, 20, 21] ). In contrast, little is known about the evolution equations or stationary (elliptic) equations driven by purely spatial white noiseẆ (x) . An important exception to this statement is the paper by Y. Hu [6] . This paper deals with heat equation with random potential:
where φ ⋄Ẇ denotes the Skorohod integral. A surprising discovery made in [6] was that the spatial regularity of the square integrable solution is better than in the case of similar equation driven by the space-time white noise.
Even less attention was paid to stochastic elliptic equations such as
Au(x) + Mu(x) ⋄Ẇ (x) = f (x). (1.3)
A number of interesting examples of stochastic elliptic PDEs, including stochastic Poisson equation and stationary Schrodinger equation with a stochastic potential, are discussed in the book [4] , see also the references therein. These examples demonstrate that elliptic SPDEs are of substantial interest in many areas of science.
Another reason to study elliptic SPDEs is that they generate stationary solutions of the related parabolic SPDEs. In particular, it is natural to expect that, under certain conditions, the solution of the elliptic equation (1.3) will describe the limiting behavior, as t → +∞, of the stochastic evolution equation ∂v(t, x) ∂t = Av(t, x) + Mv(t, x) ⋄Ẇ (x) − f (x).
(1.4)
The objective of this paper is to develop a systematic approach to dealing with bilinear SPDEs driven by purely spatial white noise. In the case of spatial white noise, there is no natural and convenient filtration, therefore we consider only anticipating solutions. We cover the same classes of operators A and M that were investigated previously for F 
MM
⋆ is elliptic (possibly degenerate) operator.
It is well known (see e.g. KR, [14] ) that unless assumption (1) holds, equation (1.1) has no solutions in L 2 (Ω; X) for any reasonable choice of the state space X.
It was shown recently in [14] (see also [17] ) that if (i) the operator A is elliptic and (ii) the order of M is smaller than the order of A, then there exists a unique nonanticipating generalized solution of equation (1.1) . This solution is often referred to as Wiener Chaos solution and is given by the Wiener chaos expansion u (t) = |α|<∞ u α (t) ξ α , where {ξ α } |α|<∞ is the Cameron-Martin orthonormal basis in the space L 2 (Ω, F W ; X) of square integrable random elements in X adapted to the filtration F W t . The Cameron-Martin basis {ξ α } is indexed by multiindices α = (α 1 , α 2 , ...) with non-negative integer entries, and |α| = k α k . It was shown that for certain positive weights Q = {q (α)} |α|<∞ , the weighted norm In this paper we abandon assumption (ii) and allow the the operators A and M to be of the same order. Examples of equations that require the assumption ord (A) = ord (M) include equatioṅ v (t, x) = ∆ v(t, x) + εv(t, x) ⋄Ẇ + f (x) , and its elliptic counterpart
that could be interpreted as the heat and Poisson equations, respectively, in random media. These two equations are nontrivial perturbations of the deterministic Heat and Poisson equations: the expectationsv (t, x) = Ev (t, x),ū (x) := Eu (x) solve the deterministic heat and Poisson equations, respectively, while V ar (v (t, x)) = V ar (u (x)) = ∞ for every ε = 0. Only the weights Q = {q (α)} |α|<∞ can make the variances finite.
Equations of types (1.3) and (1.4) can be also addressed in the framework of the White noise analysis; see [4, 19] , and references therein. While being reasonably general, this approach has substantial limitations:
(1) The white noise solutions "live" in the Hida space S ⋆ of generalized distributions or even larger Kondratiev space (S) −1 . In constract, the stochastic support of Wiener chaos solutions is much smaller and can be characterized precisly by weights Q = {q (α)} |α|<∞ suitable for the equation in question. (2) There seems to be little or no connection between the white noise solution and the traditional (square integrable) solutions. On the other hand, the Wiener chaos approach is a bona fide extension of the classical solution. In particular, both definitions coincide when all the weights are equal to 1. (3) The white noise solution, being constructed on a special white noise probability space, is weak in the probabilistic sense. Path-wise uniqueness does not apply to such solutions because of the "averaging" nature of the solution spaces. On the contrary, the Wiener chaos solutions are strong in the probabilistic sense and quite helpful in numerical simulations (see e.g. [5] ).
In this paper, we establish unique solvability in weighted Wiener Chaos spaces for both stationary equations of the type (1.3) and evolution equations of the type (1.4), and establish the convergence, as t → +∞, of the solution of the evolution equation to the solution of the stationary equation. Section 2 reviews the definition of the Skorokhod integral in the framework of the Malliavin calculus and shows how to compute the integral using Wiener chaos. Sections 3 and 4 are about solvability of abstract evolution and stationary equations, respectively, driven by a general (not necessarily white) space noise; Section 4 describes also the limiting behavior of the solution of the evolution equation; Section 5 illustrates the general results by applying them to bilinear SPDEs driven by purely spatial white noise.
Weighted Wiener Chaos and Malliavin Calculus
Let F = (Ω, F , P) be a complete probability space, and U, a real separable Hilbert space with inner product (·, ·) U . On F, consider a zero-mean Gaussian familẏ
It suffice, for our purposes, to assume that F is the σ-algebra generated byẆ . Given a real separable Hilbert space X, we denote by L 2 (F; X) the Hilbert space of squareintegrable F -measurable X-valued random elements f . In particular,
where {u k , k ≥ 1} is a complete orthonormal basis in U, is called (Gaussian) white noise on U.
The white noise on U = L 2 (G) , where G is a domain in R d , is usually referred to as a spatial or space white noise (on L 2 (G)). The space white noise is of central importance for this paper.
Below, we will introduce a class of spaces that are convenient for treating nonlinear functionals of white noise, in particular, solutions of SPDEs driven by white noise.
Given an orthonormal basis U = {u k , k ≥ 1} in U, define a collection {ξ k , k ≥ 1} of independent standard Gaussian random variables so that ξ k =Ẇ (u k ). Denote by J the collection of multi-indices α with α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . .) so that each α k is a non-negative integer and |α| := k≥1 α k < ∞. For α, β ∈ J , we define
By (0) we denote the multi-index with all zeroes. By ε i we denote the multi-index α with α i = 1 and α j = 0 for j = i. With this notation, nε i is the multi-index α with α i = n and α j = 0 for j = i.
Define the collection of random variables Ξ = {ξ α , α ∈ J } as follows:
where
is Hermite polynomial of order n.
Theorem 2.2. (Cameron and Martin
Expansions with respect to the Cameron-Martin basis Ξ is usually referred to as Wiener Chaos. Next, we introduce a modification of the Wiener Chaos expansion which will be called weighted Wiener Chaos.
Let R be a bounded linear operator on L 2 (F) defined by Rξ α = r α ξ α for every α ∈ J , where the weights {r α , α ∈ J } are positive numbers. By Theorem 2.2, R is bounded if and only if the weights r α are uniformly bounded from above: r α < C for all α ∈ J , with C independent of α. The inverse operator R −1 is defined by R −1 ξ α = r −1 α ξ α . We extend R to an operator on L 2 (F; X) by defining Rf as the unique element of
Denote by RL 2 (F; X) the closure of L 2 (F; X) with respect to the norm
Then the elements of RL 2 (F; X) can be identified with a formal series α∈J f α ξ α , where f α ∈ X and α∈J f α 2 X r 2 α < ∞. We define the space R −1 L 2 (F; X) as the dual of RL 2 (F; X) relative to the inner product in the space L 2 (R; X) :
For f ∈ RL 2 (F; X) and g ∈ R −1 L 2 (F) we define the scalar product
In what follows, we will identify the operator R with the corresponding collection (r α , α ∈ J ). Note that if u ∈ R 1 L 2 (F; X) and v ∈ R 2 L 2 (F; X), then both u and v belong to RL 2 (F; X), where r α = min(r 1,α , r 2,α ). As usual, the argument X will be omitted if X = R.
The spaces RL 2 (F; X) and R −1 L 2 (F; X) are weighted versions of L 2 (F; X). General properties of such weighted, or sequence, spaces were studied by Köthe ( [8] ).
Important particular cases of the space RL 2 (F; X) correspond to the following weights:
(1)
where {q k , k ≥ 1} is a non-increasing sequence of positive numbers with q 1 ≤ 1 (see [14, 17] 
This set of weights defines Kondratiev's spaces (S) ρ,ℓ (X) (cf. [3, 4] ). Now we will sketch the basics of Malliavin calculus on RL 2 (F; X).
Denote by D the Malliavin derivative on L 2 (F) (see e.g. [16] ). In particular, if F : R N → R is a smooth function and h i ∈ U, i = 1, . . . N, then
It is known [16] that the domain
The adjoint of the Malliavin derivative on L 2 (F) is the Itô-Skorokhod integral and is traditionally denoted by δ [16] . We will keep this notation for the extension of this operator to RL 2 (F; X ⊗ U).
For f ∈ RL 2 (F; X ⊗ U), we define δ(f ) as the unique element of RL 2 (F; X) with the property
Next, we derive the expressions for the Malliavin derivative D and its adjoint δ in the basis Ξ. To begin, we compute D(ξ α ).
Proposition 2.3. For each α ∈ J , we have
Proof. The result follows by direct computation using the property (2.6) of the Malliavin derivative and the relation H ′ n (x) = nH n−1 (x) for the Hermite polynomials (cf. [16] ).
Obviously, the set J is not invariant with respect to substraction. In particular, the expression α − ε k is undefined if α k = 0. In (2.8) and everywhere below in this paper where undefined expressions of this type appear, we use the following convention: if
Proposition 2.4. For ξ α ∈ Ξ, h ∈ X, and u k ∈ U, we have
Proof. It is enough to verify (2.7) with f = h ⊗ u k ξ α and ϕ = ξ β , where h ∈ X. By (2.8),
In other words,
for all β ∈ J . 
To give an alternative characterization of the operator δ, we define a new operation on the elements of Ξ.
Definition 2.6. For ξ α , ξ β from Ξ, define the Wick product
In particular, taking in (2.6) α = kε i and β = nε i , and using (2.2), we get
By linearity, we define the Wick product f ⋄ η for f ∈ RL 2 (F; X) and η ∈ RL 2 (F):
Proof. It follows from (2.6) that f ⋄ η = α∈J F α ξ α and
Therefore, each F α X is an element of X, because, for every α ∈ J , there are only finitely many multi-indices β, γ satisfying
, where the operatorR can be defined using the weights r
An immediate consequence of Proposition 2.4 and Definition 2.6 is the following identity:
(2.14)
Below we summarize the properties of the operator δ.
and
Proof. By linearity and (2.14),
which is (2.15). On the other hand, by (2.9),
and (2.16) follows.
Remark 2.9. Together with (2.14), the arguments in [3, Section 2.5] show that the operator δ can be considered an extension of the Skorokhod integral to the weighted spaces RL 2 (F; X ⊗ U).
One way to describe a multi-index α with |α| = n > 0 is by its characteristic set K α , that is, an ordered n-tuple K α = {k 1 , . . . , k n }, where k 1 ≤ k 2 ≤ . . . ≤ k n characterize the locations and the values of the non-zero elements of α. More precisely, k 1 is the index of the first non-zero element of α, followed by max (0, α k 1 − 1) of entries with the same value. The next entry after that is the index of the second non-zero element of α, followed by max (0, α k 2 − 1) of entries with the same value, and so on. For example, if n = 7 and α = (1, 0, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 3, 0, . . .), then the non-zero elements of α are
Using the notion of the characteristic set, we now state the following analog of the wellknown result of Itô [7] connecting multiple Wiener integrals and Hermite polynomials.
Proposition 2.10. Let α ∈ J be a multi-index with |α| = n ≥ 1 and characteristic
Proof. This follows from (2.2) and (2.12), because by (2.12), for every i and k,
Evolution Equations Driven by White Noise
3.1. The setting. In this section we study anticipating solutions of stochastic evolution equations driven by Gaussian white noise on a Hilbert space U. 
For example, the Sobolev spaces (H
the duality between V and V ′ relative to the inner product in H. The properties of the normal triple imply that
We will also use the following notation: 
holds in V ′ ; see (2.4) for the definition of ·, ·, .
Remark 3.3. (a) The solutions described by Definitions 3.2 and 4.1 belong to the class of "variational solutions", which is quite typical for partial differential equations
(see [10, 11, 12, 20] , etc.) (b) Since u(t), ϕ ∈ V and u(t), ϕ t ∈ V ′ , by the standard embedding theorem (see e.g. [12, Section 1.2.2]) there exists a version of u(t), ϕ ∈ C ([0, T ]; H). Clearly, one could also select a version of u(t) such that u(t), ϕ ∈ C ([0, T ]; H) . In the future, we will consider only this version of the solution. By doing this we ensure that formula (3.3) which is understood as an equality in V ′ yields u| t=0 = u 0 ∈ RL 2 (F; H).
Remark 3.4. To simplify the notations and the overall presentation, we assume that A and M do not depend on time, even though many of the results in this paper can easily be extended to time-dependent operators.
Fix an orthonormal basis U in U. Then, for every v ∈ V , there exists a collection
We therefore define the operators
3.2. Equivalence Theorem. In this section we investigate stochastic Fourier representation of equation (3.4) .
Recall that every process u = u(t) from RL 2 (F; V) is represented by a formal series (1) every u α is an element of C ([0, T ]; H)) (2) the system of equalities
Proof. Let u be a solution of (3.2) in RL 2 (F; V). Taking ϕ = ξ α in (3.3) and using relation (2.16), we obtain equation (3.7). By Remark 3.
Conversely, let {u α , α ∈ J } be a collection of functions from V C ([0, T ]; H)) satisfying (3.6) and (3.7). Set u (t) := α∈J u α (t)ξ α . Then, by Theorem 2.8, equation (3.7) yields that, for every α ∈ J ,
By continuity, we conclude that for any
This simple but very helpful result establishes the equivalence of the "physical" (3.4) and the (stochastic) Fourier (3.7) forms of equation (3.2) . System of equations (3.7) is often referred in the literature as the propagator of equation (3.4) . Note that the propagator is lower-triangular and can be solved by induction on |α|.
3.3. Existence and uniqueness. Below, we will present several results on existence and uniqueness of evolution equations driven by Gaussian white noise.
Before proceeding with general existence-uniqueness problems, we will introduce two simple examples that indicate the limits of the "quality" of solutions of bi-linear SPDEs driven by general Gaussian white noise.
Example 3.6. Consider equation 
It follows that u (0) (t) = φe −λt and then, by induction,
Obviously, the solution of the equation is a square integrable on any fixed time interval. However, as the next example indicates, the solutions of SPDEs driven by stationary noise are much more intricate then the non-anticipating, or adapted, solutions of SPDEs driven by space-time white noise.
Example 3.7. With ξ as in the previous examples, consider a partial differential equation
with some initial condition u 0 ∈ L 2 (R). By taking the Fourier transform and using the results of Example 3.6 with φ =û 0 (y), λ = −ay 2 , b = β + √ −1yσ, we find [20] ) that the solution of (3.11) belongs to L 2 (F; L 2 (R)) for every t > 0 as long as u 0 ∈ L 2 (R) and
The existence of a square integrable (global) solution of an Itô's SPDE with square integrable initial condition hinges on the parabolic condition which in the case of equation (3.10) is given by (3.12) . Example 3.7 shows that this condition is not in any way sufficient for SPDEs involving a Skorokhod-type integral. The next theorem provides sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of a solution to equation (3.4) in the space RL 2 (F; V), which appears to be a reasonable extension of the class of square integrable solutions.
Firstly, we introduce an additional assumption on the operator A that will be used throughout this section:
, there exists a function U ∈ V that solve the deterministic equation 13) and there exists a constant C = C (A, T ) so that
Remark 3.8. Assumption (A) implies that a solution of equation (3.13 ) is unique and belongs to C ((0, T ); H) (cf. Remark 3.3) . The assumption also implies that the operator A generates a semi-group Φ = Φ t , t ≥ 0, and, for every v ∈ V,
with numbers C k independent of v.
Remark 3.9. There are various types of assumptions on the operator A that yield the statement of the assumption (A). In particular, (A) holds if the operator
for every v ∈ V , where γ > 0 and C ∈ R are both independent of v.
Theorem 3.10. Assume(A). Consider equation (3.4) in which
u 0 ∈RL 2 (F; H), f ∈RL 2 (F; V ′ ) for
some operatorR, and each M k is a bounded linear operator from
Then there exist an operator R and a unique solution u ∈ RL 2 (F; V) of (3.4) .
Proof. By Theorem 3.5, it suffices to prove that the propagator (3.7) has a unique solution (u α (t)) α∈J such that for each α, u α ∈ V C ([0, T ] ; H) and u := α∈J u α ξ α ∈ RL 2 (F; V).
For α = (0), that is, when |α| = 0, equation (3.7) reduces to
By (A), this equation has a unique solution and
Using assumption (A), it follows by induction on |α| that, for every α ∈ J , equation
has a unique solution in V C ([0, T ] ; H) . Moreover, by (3.14),
Since only finitely many of α k are different from 0, we conclude that u α V < ∞ for all α ∈ J .
Define the operator R on L 2 (F) using the weights
where κ > 1/2 (cf. (2.5)). Then u(t) := α∈J u α (t)ξ α is a solution of (3.4) and, by (2.13), belongs to RL 2 (F; V).
While Theorem 3.10 establishes that under very broad assumptions one can find an operator R such that equation (3.4) has a unique solution in RL 2 (F; V), the choice of the operator R is not sufficiently explicit (because of the presence of u α V ) and is not necessarily optimal.
Consider equation (3.4) with non-random f and u 0 . In this situation, it is possible to find more constructive expression for r α and to derive explicit formulas, both for Ru and for each individual u α .
Theorem 3.11. If u 0 and f are non-random, then the following holds:
(1) the coefficient u α , corresponding to the multi-index α with |α| = n ≥ 1 and characteristic set K α = {k 1 , . . . , k n }, is given by
17) where
• P n is the permutation group of the set (1, . . . , n);
• Φ t is the semigroup generated by A; 
By induction on n,
and (3.17) follows.
Since (3.20) follows directly from (3.19), it remains to establish (3.19) . To this end, define
Let us first show that, for each n ≥ 1, U n ∈ L 2 (F; V). Indeed, for α = (0), u α (0) = u 0 , f α = f and
By (3.14), we have
When |α| ≥ 1, f α = 0 and the solution of (3.22) is given by
By (3.17), together with (3.14), (3.23), and (3.15), we have
It is known (see, for example, [4, page 45] ) that
because of the selection of q k , and so U n ∈ L 2 (F; V). Moreover, if the weights r α are defined by (3.18), then
Next, the definition of U n (t) and (3.24) imply that (3.19) is equivalent to
Accordingly, we will prove (3.27). For n = 1, we have
where the last equality follows from (2.15). More generally, for n > 1 we have by definition of U n that
From the equation Example 3.12. Consider the equation Of course, Theorem 3.11 does not rule out a possibility of a better-behaving solution under additional assumptions on the operators M k . Indeed, it was shown in [13] that if (H) is assumed and the space-only Gaussian noise in equation (3.4) is replaced by the space-time white noise, then a more delicate analysis of equation (3.4) is possible. In particular, the solution can belong to a much smaller Wiener chaos space even if u 0 and f are not deterministic.
If the operators M k are bounded in H (see e.g. equation (3.9) with σ = 0), then, as the following theorem shows, the solutions can be square integrable (cf. [6] ).
Theorem 3.13. Assume that the operator A satisfies
for every v ∈ V , with κ > 0, C A ∈ R independent of v, and assume that each M k is a bounded operator on H so that M k H→H ≤ c k and
If f ∈ V ′ and u 0 ∈ H are non-random, then there exists a unique solution u of (3.4) so that u(t) ∈ L 2 (F; H) for every t and
Proof. Existence and uniqueness of the solution follow from Theorem 3.10 and Remark 3.9, and it remains to establish (3.31).
It follows from (3.7) that
where Φ is the semi-group generated by A and K α is the characteristic set of α. Assumption (3.29) implies that Φ t H→H ≤ e pt for some p ∈ R. A straightforward calculation using relation (3.32) and induction on |α| shows that
H . To establish (3.31), it remans to observe that
Theorem 3.13 is proved.
Remark 3.14. (1 + c k ) ). For special operators M k , a more delicate analysis might be possible; see, for example, [6] .
If f and u 0 are not deterministic, then the solution of (3.4) might not satisfy
even if all other conditions of Theorem 3.13 are fulfilled. An example can be constructed similar to Example 9.7 in [13] : an interested reader can verify that the solution of the equation u(t) = u 0 + t 0 u(s) ⋄ ξ ds, where ξ is a standard Gaussian random 
As with evolution equations, we fix an orthonormal basis U in U and use (2.15) to rewrite (4.1) as
3) where
Taking ϕ = ξ α in (4.2) and using relation (2.16) we conclude, as in Theorem 3.5, that u = α∈J u α ξ α is a solution of equation (4.1) if and only if u α satisfies
in the normal triple (V, H, V ′ ). This system of equation is lower-triangular and can be solved by induction on |α|.
The following example illucidates the limitations on the "quality" of the solution of equation (4.1).
Example 4.2. Consider equation
Similar to Example 3.6, we write u = n≥0 u (n) H n (ξ)/ √ n!, where H n is Hermite polynomial of order n (2.3). Then (4.5) 
Clearly, the series does not converge in L 2 (F), but does converge in (S) −1,q for every q < 0 (see (2.5) ). As a result, even a simple stationary equation (4.6) can be solved only in weighted spaces. Assume that the deterministic equation AU = F is uniquely solvable in the normal triple (V, H, V ′ ), that is, for every F ∈ V ′ , there exists a unique solution
with C k independent of v.
Then there exists an operator R and a unique solution u ∈ RL 2 (F; V ) of (3.4) .
Proof. The argument is identical to the proof of Theorem 3.10.
Remark 4.4. The assumption of the theorem about solvability of the deterministic equation holds if the operator
An analog of Theorem 3.11 exists if f is non-random. With no time variable, we introduce the following notation to write multiple integrals in the time-independent setting: δ
where B is a bounded linear operator from V to V ⊗ U.
Theorem 4.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.3, if f is non-random, then the following holds:
(1) the coefficient u α , corresponding to the multi-index α with |α| = n ≥ 1 and the characteristic set K α = {k 1 , . . . , k n }, is given by
where • P n is the permutation group of the set (1, . . . , n);
2) the operator R can be defined by the weights r α in the form
where the numbers q k , k ≥ 1 are chosen so that k≥1 q 2 k k 2 C 2 k < 1, and C k are defined in (4.7) . (3) With r α and q k defined by (4.9) , 10) where
.), and
Ru = A −1 f + n≥1 1 2 n √ n! δ (n) B (A −1 f ),(4.
11)
Proof. While the proofs of Theorems 3.11 and 4.5 are similar, the complete absence of time makes equation (4.3) different from either (3.4) or anything considered in [14] . Accordingly, we present a complete proof.
Define u α = √ α! u α . If f is deterministic, then u (0) = A −1 f and, for |α| ≥ 1,
where K α = {k 1 , . . . , k n } is the characteristic set of α and n = |α|. By induction on n,
and (4.8) follows.
Next, define
Let us first show that, for each n ≥ 1, U n ∈ L 2 (F; V ). By (4.8) we have
because of the selection of q k , and so U n ∈ L 2 (F; V ). If the weights r α are defined by (4.9), then
because of the assumption k≥1 k 2 C 2 k q 2 k < 1. Since (4.11) follows directly from (4.10), it remains to establish (4.10), that is,
(4.13)
For n = 1 we have
From the equation
we find
and then (4.13) follows from (2.16). Theorem 4.5 is proved.
Here is another result about solvability of (4.3), this time with random f . We use the space (S) ρ,q , defined by the weights (2.5).
Theorem 4.6. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 4.3, let C A ≤ 1 and (4.3) and
(4.14)
Proof. Denote by u(g; γ), γ ∈ J , g ∈ V ′ , the solution of (4.3) with f α = gI (α=γ) , and defineū α = (α!) −1/2 u α . Clearly, u α (g, γ) = 0 if |α| < |γ| and so
It follows from (4.5) thatū
Now we use (4.12) to conclude that
Coming back to (4.15) with r 2 α = (α!) −1 (2N) (−ℓ−4)α and using inequality (3.26) we find:
; (2.13) and (3.26) imply C(ℓ) < ∞. Then (4.14) follows by the triangle inequality after summing over all γ and using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. 
4.2.
Convergence to Stationary Solution. Let (V, H, V ′ ) be a normal triple of Hilbert spaces. Consider equatioṅ
where the operators A and M k do not depend on time, and assume that there exists an f * ∈ RL 2 (F; H) such that lim t→∞ f (t) − f * RL 2 (F;H) = 0. The objective of this section is to study convergence, as t → +∞, of the solution of (4.18) to the solution u * of the stationary equation 
for every v ∈ V , with κ > 0 and c > 0 both independent of v.
Then, for every u 0 ∈RL 2 (F; H), there exists an operator R so that
There exists a unique solution u * ∈ RL 2 (F; V ) of (4.19) , and (3) The following convergence holds:
Proof (1) Existence and uniqueness of the solution of (4.18) follow from Theorem 3.10 and Remark 3.9.
(2) Existence and uniqueness of the solution of (4.19) follow from Theorem 4.3 and Remark 4.4.
(3) The proof of (4.21) is based on the following result.
Lemma 4.9. Assume that the operator A satisfies (4.20) and
Proof. If Φ = Φ t is the semi-group generated by the operator A (which exists because of (4.20)), then
Condition (4.20) implies Φ t U 0 H ≤ e −ct U 0 H , and then
The convergence of U(t) H to zero now follows from the Toeplitz lemma (see Appendix). Lemma 4.9 is proved.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.8, we define v α (t) = u α (t) − u * α and note thaṫ
By Theorem 4.3, u * α ∈ V and so v α (0) ∈ H for every α ∈ J . By Lemma 4.9, lim t→+∞ v (0) (t) H = 0. Using induction on |α| and the inequality M k v α−ε k (t) H ≤ c k v α−ε k (t) H , we conclude that lim t→+∞ v α (t) H = 0 for every α ∈ J . Since v α ∈ C((0, T ); H) for every T , it follows that sup t≥0 v α (t) H < ∞. Define the operator R on L 2 (F) so that Rξ α = r α ξ α , where
Then (4.21) follows by the dominated convergence theorem.
Theorem 4.8 is proved.
Bilinear parabolic and elliptic SPDEs
Let G be a smooth bounded domain in R d and {h k , k ≥ 1}, an orthonormal basis in L 2 (G). We assume that sup
A space white noise on L 2 (G) is a formal serieṡ
where ξ k , k ≥ 1, are independent standard Gaussian random variables.
5.1. Dirichlet Problem for parabolic SPDE of the Second Order. Consider the following equation:
with zero boundary conditions and some initial condition u(0, x) = u 0 (x); the functions a ij , b i , c, f, σ i , ν, g, and u 0 are non-random. In (5.3) and in similar expressions below we assume summation over the repeated indices. Let (V, H, V ′ ) be the normal
3) is a particular case of equation (3.4) so that (5.4) and f (t, x) + g(t, x) ⋄Ẇ (x) is the free term.
We make the following assumptions about the coefficients: D1 The functions a ij are Lipschitz continuous in the closureḠ of G, and the functions b i , c, σ i , ν are bounded and measurable inḠ. D2 There exist positive numbers A 1 , A 2 so that A 1 |y| 2 ≤ a ij (x)y i y j ≤ A 2 |y| 2 for all x ∈Ḡ and y ∈ R d .
Given a T > 0, recall the notation V = L 2 ((0, T ); V ) and similarly for H and V ′ (see (3.1) ).
Theorem 5.1. Under the assumptions D1 and D2, if f ∈ V ′ , g ∈ H, u 0 ∈ H, then there exists an ℓ > 1 and a number C > 0, both independent of u 0 , f, g, so that u ∈ RL 2 (F; V) and Proof. We derive the result from Theorem 3.11. Consider the deterministic equatioṅ U(t) = AU(t)+F . Assumptions D1 and D2 imply that there exists a unique solution of this equation in the normal triple (V, H, V ′ ), and the solution satisfies
where the number C depends on T and the operator A. Moreover, (5.1) implies that (3.15) holds with C k = C 0 c k for some positive number C 0 independent of k, but possibly depending on T .
To proceed, let us assume first that g = 0. Then the statement of the theorem follows directly from Theorem 3.11 if we take in (3.18) q k = c k −1 (2k) −ℓ with sufficiently large ℓ.
It now remains to consider the case g = 0 and f = u 0 = 0. Even though g is nonrandom, gξ k is, and therefore a direct application of Theorem 3.11 is not possible. Instead, let us look more closely at the corresponding equations for u α . For α = (0), Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.8. Since G is a smooth bounded domain, regularity of h k is not a problem: we can take h k as the eigenfunctions of the Dirichlet Laplacian in G.
